Forests Bond
REDD Project
Kasigau, Kenya
With little economic alternatives, the
community surrounding the Kasigau Corridor
region in East Kenya, ravished their own
forest just to meet their survival needs. Their
cattle had grazed the fields into dust and they
had clear-cut much of the dryland AcaciaCommiphora forest for firewood and
farmland.
Solution: In 1998 Wildlife Works (WW)
established the Rukinga Wildlife Sanctuary on
30,000 hectares of now protected land that
led to the return of many species that had left
the diminishing forest. More recently, WW
launched Rukinga as the first REDD project
which now provides income to the community
and local landowners for protecting their land
instead of destroying it. Not only does the
program create jobs directly in conservation,
it allows WW to develop eco solutions for
harmful practices such as cutting down whole
trees for charcoal or unsustainable farming.
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The protection area has now expanded to
200,000 hectares, which are expected to
offset 1.4 million tons of CO2 emissions per
year for the next 30 years. With the dryland
Acacia-Commiphora forest under protection
and its original biodiversity restored, the
Kasigau Corridor REDD project was awarded
the Gold level status by the Climate,
Community and Biodiversity Alliance for
exceptional biodiversity and climate
benefits.

IFC, a member of the World Bank Group, is the largest
global development institution focused exclusively on
private sector development.
We help developing countries achieve sustainable growth
by financing private sector investment, mobilizing capital
in international financial markets, and providing advisory
services to businesses and governments.
We play a catalytic role by demonstrating the
profitability of investments in emerging markets.
IFC’s vision is that people should have the opportunity to
escape poverty and improve their lives.
Disclaimer
This document contains forward looking statements which may
be identified by such terms as “anticipates”, “believes”,
“expects”, “intends”, “plans”, or words of similar meaning.
Such statements involve a number of assumptions and
estimates that are based on current expectations, which are
subject to risks and uncertainties beyond IFC’s control.
Consequently, actual future results could differ materially from
those currently anticipated.
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